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Thanks for the xerox of Amgen and 

I hew it doesn't get thrown out and, Vat it goes to trial. 

He does have a lest* be sod *het he oolgitaine at le a onto practise 

that le hurtful and ought not be 

If thwo ars 14/ dgveleymonts i*3.1 be Sariereeted. 

Nothing new re other reoordee in** giueau• 



 

Oliver — 2/1/81 
This past week we filed a notion to Compel the FBI to process the Susan records 

and for DJ to act on my a)peale pertaining to the withheld records on you. They've 

had more than enough time. I'll- keep you posted.. 

I want to ask you about sman, pcf*table emofm sets. I have plenty of radios but 

not one that comfit in my pocket as I wallu I had a  vary good and fairly small GE, not 

small enough for the Ahirtpocket but emallibut it has developed a short. A battery 

lasts about 5 minutes. 

More than 10 years ago Sony had a hot one- about the size 	apkg of leo cigarettes. • 
I*d like to be able to get one that would. tit in the shirt pocket but it izn't essential. 

I really don't have to have another radios it is merely that l lilee to keep up on the 

news while I'm walking, I think I heard that Panasonic made a very thin one but I've 

not been in the stores for a long time 30 I don't know. Stores here need not carry 

whatie.aveilable, only these that night sell most. 

The little 06 was great. Inside the large hospital I could get the CBS 044!■nowa 

stations intim/York and Chicago at night, despite the steel and oignalabsorbtion. 

I also kept it in my pocket when I go out and bring the firewood in. (coast pocket) 

Don't go to a lot of trouble but if YOU can let me know anything. please do. 

Best wishes. 


